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Abstract
Density functional theory with hybrid functional (B3LYP) and the basis set 3-21G
have been used to investigate the molecular structure for Coronene and Coronene-Y
molecules through the geometrical optimization in which (Y=Al, B, C, Ga, In, O). New
peaks demonstrate when Y atoms interact with Coronene because new bonds generate
between Coronene and Y atoms. Interaction between Coronene and Y atoms lessen the
ionization potential but enlarge the electron affinity. Coronene behaves as a donor in
Coronene-Y, except Coronene-O. Energy gap becomes similar to semiconductors in
Coronene-B and Coronene-C. Coronene behaves as a hard base when interacting with Y
atoms. Coronene-In is the most polarizability molecule among all. Coronene-C and
Coronene-O are like anti-ferromagnetic materials.
Keywords: DFT, IR, HOMO, LUMO, Energy gap.

1. Introduction
The density functional methods supply a
powerful
instrument
in
quantum
mechanics and computational nanoscience
of atoms, molecules and solids [1]. It
proposes the density function instead of
the wave function in order to describe the
quantum systems [2]. Born interpretation
is one of methods that represent the
theoretical basis of density functional
theory [3]. It offers an elegant formulation
of N electron system and computational
efficiency [4]. Electron density plays a
vital role in molecular structure,
electrostatic potential and contours [5].
Density functional theory is also an
approximation for the description of the

ground state properties of the metals,
semiconductors and insulators [6]. The
ground state is unequivocally defined by
the electron density [7]. Density functional
theory
depends
tremendously
on
Schrodinger equation, Hohenberg-Kohn
theorm, Kohn-Sham theorm, local density
approximation,
local
spin
density
approximation and general gradient
approximation [8]. In density functional
theory the molecular orbitals result in
linear combination of atomic orbitals [9].
This leads to new types of orbitals such as
sigma and pi [10]. Density functional
theory deals with Gaussian orbitals in
which
Gaussian
function
changes
exponentially with the square value of the
position [11]. One of the most popular
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basis sets in density functional theory is
the hybrid functional B3LYP [12].
1.2. Molecular structure
The forces bonding between atoms can
be classified into two types: attraction
forces and repulsion forces. Attraction
forces result between electrons and nuclei,
while the repulsion forces result between
either couples of electrons or couples of
nuclei. When the forces reach an accurate
equilibrium, the atoms bond in order to
produce stable molecule which has certain
molecular structure [13]. Geometrical
optimization has been applied so as to find
the molecular structure for Coronene and
Coronene-Y, where ( Y = Al, B, C, Ga, In
and O). Molecular structure has been
investigated by using density functional
theory at ground state level with the basis
set having three Gaussian orbitals for inner
shell, two Gaussian orbitals for inner
valence and one Gaussian orbital for outer
valence. Beke three parameters Lee-YangParr(B3LYP) functional has been chosen
to investigate the molecular structure of
Coronene-Y.

Coronene-In
Coronene-O
Figure(2) The molecular structure of Coronene-Y

1.3. Current Surface
Surface can be expressed by high
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and
low unoccupied molecular orbitals
(LUMO). The abbreviations HOMO and
LUMO occasionally refer to the frontier
orbitals in frontier molecular orbital
theory. Sometimes throughout the
geometrical optimization singly or semi
occupied molecular orbitals (SOMO)
generate in current surface graphs [14].
Current surfaces have been performed for
Coronene and Coronene-Y by using
density functional theory in Gaussian
package.

Figure(3) HOMO, LUMO surface of Coronene

Figure(1) The molecular structure of Coronene.

Coronene-Al

Coronene-C
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Coronene-Ga

Coronene-In
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Figure(4) HOMO, LUMO surface of Coronene-Y
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1.4. Infrared spectra
Symmetric and asymmetric vibration can
be classified as stretching vibrations.
When similar atoms oscillate in the same
phase, symmetric stretching takes place,
but when the bonds oscillate in different
phases asymmetric stretching happen [15].
Harmonic vibrational frequencies are
produced throughout infrared spectra.
Each value or each range of bond length
denotes a vibration mode. Elastic and
inelastic vibration can be classified as
vibrational modes [16]. Infrared spectra
have been achieved after geometrical
optimization for Coronene and CoroneneY.

Coronene-Ga

Coronene-In

Coronene-O
Figure(6) Infrared spectra for Coronene-Y

Figure(5) Infrared spectra for Coronene

2. Calculations
2.1. Individual atoms
Table(1) Some electronic properties for individual
atoms
atom
Al

B

Coronene-Al
C

G

In

Coronene-B
O

Coronene-C

HOMO
(eV)
3.54845
61
4.90052
1
5.15357
4
3.32424
57
3.22628
97
8.65658
94

LUMO
(eV)
2.076667
2
2.436111
3
3.483424
2
1.930821
6
2.012995
8
6.499380
6

Total
energy(eV)
6558.8027
72
667.15191
36
1022.3598
54
52117.891
36
155575.29
65
2028.6393
08

Hardness

Softness

2.8125616
5

0.0632071
06

1.2322048
5

0.3293094
37

0.8350749

0.7169999
81

0.6967120
5

1.0300619
87

0.6066469
5

1.3586198
87

1.0786044

0.4297794
34

2.2. Ionization potential and electron
affinity
Ionization potential measures the binding
force between the electron and the atom. It
is equivalent to the required energy that
can remove one electron from neutral atom
in the gas state. In Hydrogen there is one
ionization energy in the outer shell. The
atoms which have more than one electron
13
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in the outer shell will have one ionization
energy for electron [17].
Electron affinity may be defined as the
energy which releases when an atom
acquires, an electron. It is equivalent to the
required energy that can remove an
electron from negative ion. Sometimes
electron affinity is named zero ionization
energy. The atoms that have seven
electrons in the outer shell have high
electron affinity, but the atoms which have
closed shells has small electron affinity
[18]. According to Koopman's theorm
[19]:

I.P & E.A refer to Ionization potential and electron
affinity respectivily

Table(3) The electronic states for Coronene and
Coronene-Y
System
Coronene
CoroneneAl
CoroneneB
CoroneneC
CoroneneGa
CoroneneIn
CoroneneO

HOMO(eV)
5.6142393
5.5720638
5.3470371
4.8539919
5.4411837
5.3941104
5.4036339

LUMO(eV)
-1.4818566

Eg(eV)
4.132383

-1.9724529

3.599611

-2.3493114

2.997726

-2.9111979

1.942794

-1.9240191

3.517165

-1.9417056

3.452405

-1.7838876

3.619746

2.4. Total energy
It is the energy of all atoms that form
molecule. In density functional theory
total energy can be given in terms of
boundaries
as in
following equation [22]

Table(2) Ionization potential and electron affinity
for Coronene and Coronene-Y.
System
Ionization
Electron
potential(eV)
affinity(eV)
Coronene
5.614239
1.481857
Coronene-Al
5.572064
1.972453
Coronene-B
5.347037
2.349311
Coronene-C
4.853992
2.911198
Coronene-Ga
5.441184
1.924019
Coronene-In
5.39411
1.941706
Coronene-O
5.403634
1.783888

the
the
the
the

Where
represents the electronic kinetic
energy,
represents the electronuclear
interaction energy,
means electronelectron repulsion energy and
means
exchange correlation term.

2.3. Electronic states
The electronic configuration of the atoms
or molecules may be a good description to
the energy level. When the atoms
distribute in orbitals, they must obey
Pauli's exclusive principle. According to
quantum physics the electrons should have
exact value of energies in certain energy
levels [20].
Energy gap is a very
important property in solids because it
allows the prediction of the material
whether it is conductor or insulator or
semiconductor. It stands for the energy
difference between the lower virtual
energy level and the higher full energy
level [21].

Table(4) The total energy for Coronene and
Coronene-Y
System
Coronene
Coronene-Al
Coronene-B
Coronene-C
Coronene-Ga
Coronene-In
Coronene-O

Total energy (eV)
24946.30822
-31489.79305
-25599.05371
-25956.20618
-77049.89502
-180506.0842
-26964.59695

2.5. Hardness Softness Acid Base
(HSAB Principle)
This principle includes a description of
the behavior of molecules or atoms as the
acids and bases in chemistry. In other
words, throughout this principle one can
distinguish the donors and acceptors. It is
necessary to indicate that the soft base and
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hard base represent donors, but soft acid
and hard acid stand for acceptors.
Hardness and softness can be expressed by
the following equations [23]:

refers to hardness; and
softness.

refers to

Table(5) Hardness and softness for Coronene and
Coronene-Y
System
Hardness
Softness
Coronene
4.873311
0.102599649
Coronene-Al
4.58583735
0.109031342
Coronene-B
4.1723814
0.119835641
Coronene-C
3.39839295
0.147128365
Coronene-Ga
4.47917415
0.11162772
Coronene-In
4.4232576
0.113038861
Coronene-O
4.5116901
0.110823215

Figure(7) Density of states for Coronene

2.6. Polarizability
It shows the capacity of molecules to
polarize. It determines the dynamical
response of binding system to an external
field. It also signifies the linear response of
the electron density of an infinite seminal
electric field. Polarizability represents a
second order variation in the energy [24].
The average polarizability
can be
calculated throughout the eigen values of
the polarizability tensor
and
as the following relation [25]:
(

Coronene-Al

Coronene-B

)

Table(6) Polarizabilities for Coronene and
Coronene-Y
System

Coronene-C

Coronene

349.857

349.82

51.266

250.3143

Coronene-Al

457.588

375.678

88.538

307.268

Coronene-B

403.203

359.289

66.027

276.173

Coronene-C

402.27

354.64

56.919

271.2763

Coronene-Ga

450.835

372.974

85.339

303.0493

Coronene-In
Coronene-O

480.72
390.097

380.742
348.419

93.256
52.745

318.2393
263.7536

Coronene-Ga
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Coronene-In

Coronene-O
Figure(8) Density of states for Coronene-Y

3. Discussion
Figure(1) and figure(2) show the
molecular structure of Coronene and
Coronene-Y
molecules
which
are
produced through
the
geometrical
optimization. Coronene is one of
superbenzene compounds that has the
chemical formula C24H12. Adding Y atom
to Coronene leads to change the electronic
configuration of atoms in the molecule.
New interactions get in the new molecule
(between adding atom and Coronene)
cause the change in the electronic
configuration, hence new molecular
orbitals will generate according to the
molecular orbital theory [29].
Figure(3) and figure(4) appear HOMO,
LUMO surfaces for Coronene and
Coronene-Y. The resulting orbitals may be
interpreted according to molecular orbital
theory which considers the molecular
orbitals as the linear combination to the
atomic orbitals. The green color in the
figures points out the positive part of the
wave function, while the red color denotes
to the negative part of the wave function,
in which the probability of finding an
electron at any position is given by the

absolute value of the square of the wave
function [30].
Figure(5) and figure(6) represent infrared
spectra to the samples under study. In the
figures anyone can see peaks that denote
the bonds between atoms. Each peak
means there is a bond between two
neighboring atoms at certain wave number
or wavelength. Epsilon in the figure refers
to the intensity. One can visualize in
figure(6) new peaks that result from the
interaction of carbon atom in Coronene
molecule and Y atoms, those peaks are
denote to C-Al, C-B, C-C, C-Ga, C-In and
C-O bonds in Coronene-Y molecules[31].
Table(2) shows the values of ionization
potential and electron affinity in (eV) for
Coronene and Coronene-Y molecules.
Ionization potential and electron affinity
result depending on the energies in valence
band and conduction band according to
Koopman's theorm. From the table one can
see adding Y-atom to Coronene makes the
ionization potential decrease. This means
the electrons will need less energy to
escape from the surfaces, this is very
advantageous characteristic. On the other
hand, the electron affinity increases when,
Y atom is added to Coronene.
One can compare between table(1) and
table(3) and see that HOMO energy of
Coronene is higher than HOMO energy of
Al, B, C, Ga and In, hence Coronene will
be a donor in Coronene-Y for Y= Al, B, C,
Ga, In, while HOMO energy of Oxygen is
larger than HOMO energy of Coronene;
therefore Coronene will be acceptor in
Coronene-O, while Oxygen donor[32].
Table(3) illustrates that adding a Y atom
to Coronene lessens the energy gap
between valence band and conduction
band. Adding Carbon and Boron to
Coronene makes the energy gap similar to
the energy gap of semiconductors, and this
is a very important advantage in the
electronic devices [33].
It is very clear from table(4) the total
energy increases as the number of atoms
increases. The total energy of Coronene-Y
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compounds is less than the total energy of
the sum of energies for individual
coronene and individual Y atom. That is to
say the resultant molecule after interaction
has total energy less than the energies of
interacting particles. So, the orbitals that
emerge between Y atoms and Coronene
are bonding orbitals [34].
The comparison between table(1) and
table(5) shows the hardness of Coronene
larger than the hardness of Y atoms, hence
Coronene will behave as hard base in
Coronene-Y molecules. Aluminum has
softness less than Coronene, so it will
behave as hard base. The other Y atoms
except Aluminum have softness more than
Coronene, one can say Y atoms except
Aluminum will behave as soft bases [35].
from table(6) one can see adding any Y
atom to Coronene makes the average
polarizability largest.The molecule which
has greater average polarizability has
greater reactivity; therefore Coronene-In
can be considered the most reactive
molecule.
Generally,
Polarizability
becomes larger with increasing the size
occupied with electrons. Polarizability is a
very important characterstic because it
gives vision about the internal structure of
the molecule [36].
Figure(7) and figure(8) give density of
states for Coronene and Coronene-Y.
There will be many available. Electronic
states when the density of state is high at
any energy level. Electron energy
increases with density of state. From the
figures one can see Carbon-Coronene and
Oxygen-Coronene has beta orbitals. This
indicates that those two molecules behaves
as anti-ferromagnetic materials because
beta orbitals appear in these types of
materials,
i.e.
anti-ferromagnetic
Topological properties affect the density
of states, so symmetry [37].
4. Conclusions:
When Y atoms are added to Coronene,
the electronic configuration changes. New
bonds generate throughout the interaction

between Coronene and Y atoms, and this
is very clear through the change of the
intensity with wave number in infrared
spectra. Ionization potential of coronene
effects when it interacts with y atoms. The
ionization potential decrease, but the
electron affinity increases. HOMO and
LUMO levels demonstrate Coronene
behave as donor when it interacts with Y
atoms except for its interaction with
Oxygen. Both Coronene-B and CoroneneC have semiconductor band gap. Bonding
orbitals will originate through Coronene-Y
interactions. Aluminum behaves as soft
base when it interacts with Coronene.
Average polarizabilitty of Coronene-In is
the highest value of the average
polarizability. So, Coronene-In is the most
reactive molecule among Coronene-Y
atoms.
Anti-ferromagnetic
property
appears in Coronene-C and Coronene-O.
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بعض الخىاص الكهربائية لتفاعل مادة كىرونين-ص بىاسطة استخذام نظرية كثافة الذالة
يحًذ نطيف جثار

الخالصة
ذى اسرخذاو تزَايج انكاوسيٍ  90وتىاسطح دانح َظزيح كثافح نهذانح انهجيُح ) (B3LYPيغ انذانح االساس 3-
 21Gنثُاء يزكة انكىروَيٍ
ثى ذى اضافح تؼض انذراخ (انًُيىو ,تىروٌ ,كارتىٌ ,كانيىو ,اَذيىو,واالوكسجيٍ) انً يزكة انكىروَيٍ وًَذجرها
و دراسح انرغيزاخ ػهً انخىاص االنكرزوَيح تىاسطح َظزيح كثافح انذانح وذى انحصىل ػهً االيثهيح انهُذسيح
نهًزكثاخ و يٍ ثى ذى دراسح طيف االشؼح ذحد انحًزاء نًؼزفح يذي انرغيز في ذزكية انًزكة تؼذ اضافح
انشىائة انً يادج انكىروَيٍ وقذ ظهزخ قًى جذيذج َاذجح يٍ االواصز انجذيذج تيٍ انكارتىٌ انًىجىد في انًزكة
االصهي ( انكىرو َيٍ ) و انذراخ انًضافح انً انًزكة .انرفاػم تيٍ انكىروَيٍ يغ انذراخ انًضافح خفض انجهذ
االيىَي وذكثيز االنفح االنكرزوَيح .كم انًزكثاخ انًرىنذج هي يزكثاخ ياَحح ػذا يزكة كىروَيٍ -اوكسجيٍ .ذى
حساب فجىج انطاقح نهًزكثاخ نًؼزفح َىع انًزكثاخ انًرىنذج ,وقذ وجذ اَها ذُرًي انً انًىاد شثح انًىصهح الٌ نها
فجىج طاقح يشاتح نرهك انًىاد كًا في يزكة كىروَيٍ -تىروٌ و يزكة كىروَيٍ-كارتىٌ  .انًزكثاخ اكرسثد
صالتح .اٌ يزكة انكىروَيٍ-اَذيىو نه اػظى اسرقطاتيح يقارَح يغ تقيح انًزكثاخ .وانًزكثيٍ كىروَيٍ-كارتىٌ و
كىروَيٍ-اوكسجيٍ ذشثه انًىاد انفيزويغُاطيسيح.
الكلمات المفتاحية َ :ظزيح كثافح انذانح  ,انهىيى و انهىيى  ,فجىج انطاقح ,طيف االشؼح ذحد انحًزاء
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